Comparatives 1

Finish the sentence with the correct form:

Example; I am faster than you.
    You are not/ aren't as fast as me.

1. My car is bigger than your car.
    Your car........

2. Hedgehogs are cuter than cows.
    Cows....

3. Cheetahs run faster than dogs.
    Dogs...

4. Giant squids are smaller than blue whales.
    Blue whales...

5. Angel is cleverer than you.
    You....

6. England is wealthier than Spain.
    Spain...

7. Pamplona is further away than Zaragoza.
    Zaragoza...

8. Chocolate is tastier than fruit.
    Fruit...
1. Your car isn´t as fast as mine.
2. Cows aren´t as cute as hedgehogs.
3. Dogs are slower than cheetahs.
4. Aren´t as big as blue whales.
5. You aren´t as clever as Angel.
6. Spain is poorer than England/Spain isn´t as wealthy as England.
7. Zaragoza isn´t as far (away) as Pamplona.
8. Fruit isn´t as tasty as chocolate.